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In everyday life attention operates within complex
and dynamic environments, while laboratory para-
digms typically employ simple and stereotyped
stimuli. This fMRI study investigated stimulus-driven
spatial attention using a virtual-environment video.
We explored the influence of bottom-up signals by
computing saliency maps of the environment and
by introducing attention-grabbing events in the
video.We parameterized the efficacy of these signals
for the orienting of spatial attention bymeasuring eye
movements and used these parameters to analyze
the imaging data. The efficacy of bottom-up signals
modulated ongoing activity in dorsal fronto-parietal
regions and transient activation of the ventral atten-
tion system. Our results demonstrate that the combi-
nation of computational, behavioral, and imaging
techniques enables studying cognitive functions in
ecologically valid contexts. We highlight the central
role of the efficacy of stimulus-driven signals in
both dorsal and ventral attention systems, with
a dissociation of the efficacy of background salience
versus distinctive events in the two systems.
INTRODUCTION
In everyday life the brain receives a large amount of signals from
the external world. Some of these are important for a successful
interaction with the environment, while others can be ignored.
The operation of selecting relevant signals and filtering out irrel-
evant information is a key task of the attentional system (Desi-
mone and Duncan, 1995). Much research has been dedicated
to identifing the mechanisms underlying attention control,
but—because of the need of methodological cogency—most
studies have used highly stereotyped experimental paradigms
(e.g., Posner, 1980). Typically, laboratory paradigms employ
simple stimuli to ‘‘cue’’ spatial attention to one or another loca-
tion (e.g., a central arrow or a peripheral box, presented in isola-
tion), include tens/hundreds repetitions of the same trial-type for
statistical averaging, and attempt to avoid any contingency
between successive trials (e.g., by randomizing conditions).
This is in striking contrast with the operation of the attentionalsystem in real life, where a multitude of sensory signals continu-
ously compete for the brain’s limited processing resources.
Recently, attention research has turned to the investigation of
more ecologically valid situations involving, for example, the
viewing of pictures or videos of naturalistic scenes (Carmi and
Itti, 2006; Elazary and Itti, 2008). In this context, a highly influential
approach has been proposed by Itti and Koch, who introduced
the ‘‘saliency computational model’’ (Itti et al., 1998). This algo-
rithm acts by decomposing complex input images into a set of
multiscale feature-maps, which extract local discontinuities in
line orientation, intensity contrast, and color opponency in
parallel. These are then combined into a single topographic
‘‘saliency map’’ representing visual saliency irrespective of the
feature dimension that makes the location salient. Saliency
maps have been found to predict patterns of eye movements
during the viewing of complex scenes (e.g., pictures: Elazary
and Itti, 2008; video: Carmi and Itti, 2006) and are thought to
well-characterize bottom-up contributions to the allocation of
visuo-spatial attention (Itti et al., 1998).
The neural representation of saliency in the brain remains
unspecified. Electrophysiological works in primates demon-
strated bottom-up effects of stimulus salience in occipital visual
areas (Mazer and Gallant, 2003), parietal cortex (Gottlieb et al.,
1998; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001), and dorsal premotor
regions (Thompson et al., 2005), suggesting the existence of
multiple maps of visual salience that may mediate stimulus-
driven orienting of visuo-spatial attention (Gottlieb, 2007). On
the other hand, human neuroimaging studies have associated
stimulus-driven attention primarily with activation of a ventral
fronto-parietal network (temporo-parietal junction, TPJ; and infe-
rior frontal gyrus, IFG; see Corbetta et al., 2008), while dorsal
fronto-parietal regions have been associated with the voluntary
control of eye movements and endogenous spatial attention
(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002).
This apparent inconsistency between single-cell works and
imaging findings in humans can be reconciled when considering
that bottom-up sensory signals are insufficient to drive spatial
attention, which instead requires some combination of bottom-
up and endogenous control signals. Indeed, saliency maps
predict only poorly overt spatial orienting for long exposure to
complex stimuli (Elazary and Itti, 2008), where endogenous
and strategic factors are thought to play a major role (Itti,
2005). Analogously, neuroimaging studies using standard spatial
cueing paradigms demonstrated that bottom-up salience alone
does not activate the ventral fronto-parietal network (Kincade
et al., 2005), which activates only when transient bottom-upNeuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1015
Figure 1. No_Entity Video: Examples, Atten-
tion Parameters, and Imaging Results
(A) Four frames of the No_Entity (NoE) video exem-
plifying the high variability of the visual scenes.
(B) Examples of group-median gaze position (top
panels, red crosses) and saliency maps (bottom
panels, maxima highlighted with cyan crosses)
for three frames. For each frame of the No_Entity
video, we extracted the mean saliency and the
distance between gaze position and maximum
saliency (yellow lines) to compute the attention
parameters that were then used for fMRI analyses
(S_mean and SA_dist).
(C) Brain areas where the BOLD signal covaried
positively with mean saliency (S_mean).
(D) Brain areas where the BOLD signal covaried
negatively with the distance between gaze posi-
tion and maximum saliency (SA_dist), i.e., where
activity increased when subjects attended toward
the most salient location of the video. aIPS, ante-
rior intraparietal sulcus; FEF, frontal eye fields.
Color bars indicate statistical thresholds. See
also Figure S1.
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Eco-Orientingsensory input interacts with endogenous task/set-related signals
(Corbetta et al., 2008; Natale et al., 2010; but see Asplund
et al., 2010). Thus, a comprehensive investigation of the brain
processes associated with stimulus-driven visuo-spatial atten-
tion must take into account not only the sensory characteristics
of the bottom-up visual input (e.g., in terms of saliency maps),
but also the efficacy of these signals for driving spatial orienting.
This can be achieved with naturalistic stimuli entailing heteroge-
neous bottom-up sensory signals that, in turn, may or may not
produce orienting of spatial attention. Notably, this variable rela-
tionship between sensory input and spatial orienting behavior is
akin to everyday situations, where attention is not always
oriented toward salient signals. By contrast, standard experi-
mental paradigms entail presenting several times the same
stimulus configuration (i.e., an experimental condition) that is
assumed to always trigger the same attentional effect over
many trial repetitions.
Here we used eye movements and fMRI during the viewing of
a virtual environment to investigate brain activity associated with
both bottom-up saliency and the efficacy of these signals for
stimulus-driven orienting of spatial attention. The video was re-
corded in a first-person perspective and included navigation
through a range of indoor and outdoor scenes. Unlike movies,1016 Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.our stimuli entailed a continuous flow of
information from one instant to the next,
without any discontinuity in time (e.g.,
flash-backs) or space (e.g., shots of
the same scene frommultiple viewpoints,
or nonnaturalistic perspectives as in
‘‘aerial’’ or ‘‘crane’’ shots). Thus, here
the allocation of spatial attention was
driven by the coherent unfolding of the
scene, as would naturally happen in
everyday life. We used two versions of
the video. One version included only theenvironment (No_Entity video; see Figure 1A); the other version
consisted of the same navigation pathway and also a number
of human-like characters, who walked in and out the scene at
unpredictable times (Entity video; see Figure 2A).
The videos were presented to two distinct groups of subjects.
Participants of the first group were asked to freely view the two
videos with eye movements allowed (preliminary study, outside
the MR scanner). This provided us with an explicit measure of
the allocation of spatial attention (overt orienting) and enabled
us to characterize the efficacy of the sensory input for spatial
orienting. For the No_Entity video we computed the relationship
between the location of maximum salience and gaze position as
an index of the efficacy of salience to capture visuo-spatial atten-
tion (see Figure 1B). For the Entity video, we considered changes
in gaze position when the human-like characters appeared in the
scene. Each character was scored as ‘‘attention grabbing’’ or
‘‘non-attention grabbing’’ depending on whether it produced a
gaze shift or not. For the attention grabbing events, we
computed additional temporal and spatial parameters to further
characterize the attentional shifts (see Figure 2).
The Entity and No_Entity videos were then presented to
a second group of subjects, for fMRI acquisition and ‘‘in-
scanner’’ eye movements monitoring. The videos were now
Figure 2. Entity Video: Examples and
Computation of the Attention Parameters
(A) Examples of a few frames of the Entity (E) video
showing different characters in the complex envi-
ronment.
(B) Gaze position during the free viewing of a video
segment when the character was present (Entity
video, gaze position plotted in green) or when it
was absent (No_Entity video, gaze position plotted
in red). This shows comparable gaze positions in
the first frame (character absent in both videos),
a systematic shift when the character appears in
the Entity video (frames 2–5), and again similar
positions after the character exited the scene
(frame 6). The dashed crosses represent group-
median gaze positions, and dots show single
subjects’ positions.
(C) Time course of the group-median horizontal
gaze position for the same character shown in
(B) (viewing of the Entity video in green; viewing
of the No_Entity video in red). The blue trace
displays the horizontal position of the character
over time, showing that subjects tracked the char-
acter in the Entity video (green line). Vertical
dashed lines indicate the time points correspond-
ing to the six frames shown in (B).
(D) Computation of the attention parameters
(A_time and A_ampl) for the same character. The
attention grabbing properties of each character
are investigated by applying a combination of
statistical criteria on gaze position traces (see
Experimental Procedures section for details), two
of which are demonstrated here. The top subplot
shows the Euclidian distance between gaze posi-
tions during the viewing of the Entity and No_Entity
video, plotted over time. The bottom subplot
shows the shift of gaze position during the viewing
of the Entity video, compared with the gaze posi-
tion in the first frame when the character appeared
(time = 0). The two attention parameters were
computed by assessing when both distances exceeded the 95% confidence interval (dark gray shading in each subplot) for at least four consecutive data points
(light gray shading). The time of the first data point exceeding the thresholds determined the processing time parameter (A_time), while the amplitude parameter
(A_Ampl) was measured in correspondence with the last data point of the window; see magenta lines.
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Eco-Orientingpresented in two different viewing conditions: with eye move-
ments allowed (overt orienting, as in preliminary study) or with
central fixation required (covert orienting; see also Table S1 in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Our main fMRI anal-
yses concerned the covert viewingconditions, because thismini-
mizes any intersubjects variability that arises when the same
visual stimuli are viewed from different gaze directions (e.g.,
a ‘‘left’’ visual stimulus, for a subject who looks straight ahead,
will become a ‘‘central’’ or even a ‘‘right’’ stimulus for a subject
who looks toward the left side). The fMRI data were analyzed
using attention grabbing efficacy indexes derived from the
preliminary study, as these should best reflect orienting behavior
on the first viewing of the stimuli. Nonetheless, we also analyzed
eye movements recorded in the scanner and the corresponding
imaging data to compare overt and covert spatial orienting.
For the No_Entity video, we tested for brain regions where
activity covaried with (1) the mean level of saliency; (2) the
distance between the location of maximum salience and the
attended position, indexing the efficacy of salience; and (3)the saccades’ frequency. For the Entity video, we performed
an event-related analysis time-locked to the appearance of the
characters, thus identifying brain regions responding transiently
to these stimuli. We then assessedwhether the size of these acti-
vations covaried with the attention grabbing effectiveness of
each character (grabbing versus non-grabbing characters).
Finally, we used data-driven techniques to identify brain regions
involved in the processing of the complex and dynamic visual
stimuli, without making any a priori assumption about the video
content and timing/shape of the BOLD changes. We introduce
the interruns covariation analysis (IRC, conceptually derived
from the intersubjects correlation analysis first proposed by Has-
son et al., 2004; but see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
for relevant differences between these two methods); and we
applied analyses of interregional connectivity to investigate the
functional coupling of the right TPJ (rTPJ) that was identified
by both the hypothesis-based and the IRC analysis as a key
area for stimulus-driven spatial orienting in complex dynamic
environments.Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1017
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Eco-OrientingRESULTS
Overt Spatial Orienting during Free Viewing of Entity
and No_Entity Videos
In the preliminary study, we presented Entity and No_Entity
videos to 11 subjects and recorded eye movements during
free viewing of these complex and dynamic stimuli. The aim of
this behavioral experiment was to characterize overt spatial
orienting, and the associated covert orienting of attention,
upon the first viewing of the stimuli.
Using the No_Entity video we parameterized the relationship
between stimulus salience (saliency map) and spatial orienting
behavior (gaze position). Figure 1B shows the computation of
these parameters for a few frames, including the movie frame
(top row), the corresponding saliency map (bottom row, with
the maximum highlighted with cyan dotted lines), group-median
position of gaze (red dotted lines), and the distance between
maximum saliency and gaze position (bold yellow lines). Mean
salience and distance values for each frame were used to
generate two covariates for the analyses of the fMRI data
(S_mean and SA_dist; see also Experimental Procedures). In
addition, we also quantified the overall degree of attention shift-
ing, irrespective of salience, by computing the average saccade
frequency throughout the video (Sac_freq covariate).
For the Entity video, we assessed the attention grabbing prop-
erties of the human-like characters by looking for changes in gaze
position when these characters appeared. Using multiple statis-
tical criteria at each timepoint (seeExperimental Procedures),we
found systematic shifts toward the unexpected character in 15
out of the 25 entities. Figure 2B shows an example of an attention
grabbing character. The red dotted lines show the group-median
gaze position when the character was absent (No_Entity video),
and the green dotted lines show gaze position when the char-
acter was present (Entity video). This orienting behavior was
quantified further by computing the processing time, i.e., the
time needed to initiate the spatial shift, and the amplitude of
the shift (A_time and A_ampl; see Figures 2C and 2D).
We sought to confirm these findings using eyemovement data
acquired in the scanner (overt viewing fMRI runs; see also
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). For the No_Entity
video, the behavioral parameters were found to be consistent in
the two groups (correlation coefficient for SA_dist: r = 0.94, p <
0.001; and for Sac_freq: r = 0.41, p < 0.001). For the Entity video,
we found that the eye traces associated with the human-like
characters were highly correlated in the two groups for 24 out
of the 25 characters (p < 0.001). Overall, the 25 in-scanner eye
traces could be predicted reliably using the corresponding traces
recorded in the preliminary study (T = 8.20, p < 0.001). The appli-
cation of our multiple criteria to the in-scanner gaze position data
confirmed as attention grabbing 12 out of 15 characters thatwere
initially identified in thepreliminary study. Thecorresponding time
and amplitude parameters were relatively consistent in the two
groups (A_ampl: r = 0.75, p = 0.005; A_time: r = 0.56, p = 0.060).
Sensory Saliency and Covert Orienting in the Complex
Visual Environment (No_Entity Video)
Figure 1C shows the results of the covariation analyses between
the BOLD signal measured during covert viewing of the1018 Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.No_Entity video and the mean saliency of the visual input
(S_mean). Positive covariation was found in visual cortex,
including the calcarine sulcus (primary visual cortex); the dorsal,
lateral, and ventral occipital cortices; and the left anterior intra-
parietal sulcus (aIPS, see Table 1). This indicates that the overall
level of bottom-up stimulus salience primarily affects activity in
sensory areas, irrespective of its influence on attentional/orient-
ing behavior. A different pattern emerged when saliency and ori-
enting behavior were considered together (i.e., the efficacy of
salience for covert spatial orienting). We found that activity in
frontal eye fields (FEF; at the interception of the superior frontal
and the precentral sulcus; Petit et al., 1997), in the aIPS (along
the horizontal branch of IPS, extending into the superior parietal
gyrus [SPG]), and in the right ventral occipital cortex covaried
negatively with distance between maximum salience and at-
tended position (SA_dist; see Figures 1D, S1A, and S1B [avail-
able online], plus Table 1). These effects were not merely due
to the overall amount of attention shifting, as the covariate based
on saccade frequency (Sac_freq) did not reveal any significant
effect in these regions. These results were confirmed using
gaze position data acquired in the scanner (in-scanner indexes)
and more targeted analyses using individually defined ROIs in
the dorsal fronto-parietal network (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures). In summary, the ongoing activity in the
dorsal fronto-parietal network increased when subjects at-
tended toward the most salient location in the scene, demon-
strating that these regions represent the efficacy of visual
salience for covert spatial orienting rather than salience or atten-
tion shifting as such.
Covert Spatial Orienting toward the Human-like
Characters (Entity Video)
We highlighted regions of the brain that activated when the
human-like characters appeared in the scene. We modeled
separately the characters that triggered significant changes of
gaze position (AG: attention grabbing) and those that did not
(NoAG: non-attention grabbing). Both types of events activated
the ventral and lateral occipito-temporal cortex, comprising the
MT-complex (V5+/MT+), the posterior part of right middle
temporal gyrus (pMTG), and the rTPJ (see Figure 3A and Table
2). Significant clusters of activation were found also in the precu-
neus and in the right premotor cortex, the latter comprising the
middle frontal gyrus (MFG, and inferior frontal sulcus) and
extending dorsally into the superior frontal sulcus (i.e., the right
FEF; see also Figure S1A). Thus, despite the complex and
dynamic background visual stimulation, the analysis success-
fully identified regions transiently responding to the occurrence
of these distinctive events.
In order to ascertain whether activations triggered by the
appearance of the characters can be associated with stimulus-
driven orienting of spatial attention, we directly compared
attention grabbing with non-attention grabbing characters. In
particular, we examined activity in the rTPJ, which previous
studies identified as a key region for stimulus-driven orienting
of spatial attention (Corbetta et al., 2008). This targeted ROI anal-
ysis revealed that rTPJ activated more for attention grabbing
than non-grabbing characters (T = 2.02; p < 0.028; see signal
plot in Figure 3A).
Table 1. Sensory Saliency and Attentional Orienting in the No_Entity Video
Contrast Brain Region Covert Overt
Cluster Voxel Voxel
p-cor k t value x y z t value x y z
S_mean R calcarine cortex <0.001 2880 3.86 20 100 0 3.93 14 86 0
R dorsal occipital cortex 7.55 24 88 24 2.13 28 88 28
R lateral occipital cortex 8.05 36 90 8 6.23 42 86 8
R ventral occipital cortex 4.84 36 84 10 4.83 36 88 2
L calcarine cortex <0.001 3725 6.30 16 98 4 4.34 4 90 10
L dorsal occipital cortex 5.78 16 94 22 3.20 20 94 22
L lateral occipital cortex 8.01 46 80 8 9.51 28 94 10
L ventral occipital cortex 6.19 32 80 10 6.12 46 72 6
L aIPS/SPG <0.001 1320 6.70 32 38 48 6.16 34 52 60
Covert Covert > Overt
SA_dist R FEF 0.098 318 6.56 28 0 62 4.11 32 0 64
L FEF <0.001 985 4.69 24 2 58 5.47 28 0 54
R aIPS/SPG 0.021 453 7.18 30 40 60 6.06 30 44 58
L aIPS/SPG 0.033 412 6.15 32 46 62 4.56 34 46 60
R ventral occipital cortex 0.002 680 5.99 38 76 8 3.64 36 78 12
Overt Overt > Covert
Sac_freq R pIPS - 223 6.45 34 54 40 5.32 32 50 34
L pIPS - 206 6.34 24 52 42 5.82 16 56 44
L occipital cortex <0.001 3193 6.90 8 88 18 - -
S_mean: brain regions where BOLD signal covaried positively with mean saliency. SA_dist: regions where BOLD signal covaried negatively with the
distance between maximum salience and attended position. Sac_freq: regions where activity covaried positively with saccade frequency. p values are
corrected for multiple comparisons at the whole-brain level (except for t values reported in italics), and k is the number of voxels in each cluster. Overt/
Covert, spatial orienting with eye movements allowed/disallowed; FEF, frontal eye fields; a/pIPS, anterior/posterior intraparietal sulcus; SPG, superior
parietal gyrus.
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Eco-OrientingWe further confirmed the link between rTPJ activation and
spatial attention by covarying BOLD activation for the attention
grabbing characters with the corresponding attention-related
parameters (processing time and amplitude of visuo-spatial ori-
enting; see Figure 2D). This revealed a significant modulation of
the transient rTPJ response by the timing parameter (A_time: T =
2.42; p < 0.017; see Figure 3B, left). Specifically, we found that
characters requiring longer processing times activated rTPJ
more than characters that required less time. At the whole-brain
level, the peak of modulation was located in the right pMTG (see
right panel in Figure 3B and Table 2). The amplitude parameter
was also found to modulate activity in rTPJ (A_ampl: T = 2.22;
p < 0.024). At the whole-brain level, modulation by amplitude
was found in the right MFG that also exhibited an overall
response to the characters’ onset (see Figure 3A); also, the
IFG, medial superior frontal gyrus, and supramarginal and
angular gyri did not respond to the characters’ onset (see Table
2). All regions modulated by A_ampl showed greater activation
for characters that were presented close to the currently
attended location (i.e., larger BOLD responses for smaller
amplitudes).
Additional analyses using gaze position data acquired in the
scanner (in-scanner indexes of orienting efficacy) confirmed the
modulation of activity in the rTPJ for attention grabbing versus
non-gabbing characters (while the effect of A_time and A_ampl
did not reach full significance) and revealed related effects inthe right IFG (rIFG) using a more targeted ROI approach; see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.Functional Imaging of the Free Viewing,
Overt Orienting Conditions
The in-scanner indexes were used also to analyze the imaging
data acquired during the corresponding free-viewing fMRI runs
(cf. Table S1 in Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We
tested all attention-related effects in the overt viewing condi-
tions, and directly compared overt and covert conditions when
an effect was present in one condition, but not in the other.
For the No_Entity video, we found activations related to mean
saliency (S_mean) in occipital cortex bilaterally as well as in the
left aIPS (see Table 1, rightmost column), as in the covert viewing
condition. By contrast, activation of dorsal fronto-parietal
network for attention toward the most salient image location
(SA_dist) was not found in the overt condition (see Table 1, re-
porting the direct comparison between covert and overt
viewing). The overall effect of attention shifting (Sac_freq), which
did not show any effect during covert viewing, was now found to
modulate activity in the posterior/ventral part of IPS bilaterally
(pIPS, posterior descending branch of IPS). The pIPS activation
during overt spatial orienting did not colocalize with the activity
associated with the efficacy of salience during covert orienting
(aIPS; see Figure S1B, displaying both effects together),Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1019
Figure 3. Event-Related Responses and
Attentional Modulation Associated with
the Human-like Characters
(A) Areas showing event-related activation time-
locked to the characters’ appearance (mean effect
across attention grabbing [AG] and non-grabbing
[NoAG] characters). The right temporo-parietal
junction (rTPJ) showed greater activation for grab-
bing versus non-grabbing characters (see signal
plot on the right). Error bars = SEM.
(B) Areas where the transient activation associ-
ated with the appearance of attention grabbing
characters was further modulated by the A_time
parameter (processing time, see Figure 2D). In
the rTPJ (left panel, outlining the location of the
rTPJ ROI in magenta) and in the right posterior
middle temporal gyrus (pMTG, right panel),
there was a positive covariation between BOLD
response and A_time values, indicating that char-
acters requiring longer processing time lead to
greater activation of these regions. Color bars indi-
cate statistical thresholds. MT-complex, motion-
sensitive middle-temporal complex; MFG, middle
frontal gyrus.
Neuron
Eco-Orientingsuggesting a segregation between overt oculomotor control and
attention-related effects in pIPS and aIPS, respectively.
For the Entity video, analyses of the overt viewing fMRI data
confirmed event-related activation at characters’ onset in ex-
trastriate regions bilaterally, as well as in pMTG, TPJ, and
premotor cortex in the right hemisphere. However, the tests
related to the attention-grabbing efficacy of the human-like char-
acters now failed to reveal any significant modulation in these
regions. Direct comparisons between the two viewing conditions
confirmed that the modulation for attention grabbing versus
non-grabbing characters in the rTPJ-ROI was significantly larger
for covert than overt viewing (p < 0.048), and corresponding
trends were found for A_time (p = 0.144) and A_ampl (p =
0.077; see also Table 2 for whole-brain statistics).
Overall, the fMRI analyses of the overt viewing conditions
showed that effects that do not depend on the specific spatial
layout of the visual scene (e.g., effect of mean saliency in the
No_Entity video, and activation for the characters’ appearance
in the Entity video) were comparable in overt and covert condi-
tions, whereas effects that depend on the specific spatial layout
of the stimuli (i.e., SA_dist and presence of attention grabbing
versus non-grabbing characters) were found only in conditions
requiring central fixation.
IRC Analyses
Togetherwithour hypothesis-basedanalyses that parameterized
specific bottom-up attentional effects, we sought to investigate
patterns of brain activation associated with the processing of
the complex dynamic environment using IRC (see Experimental
Procedures section and Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures), a data-driven approach assessing the ‘‘synchronization’’1020 Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.of brain activity when a subject is presented twice with the same
complex and dynamic stimulation (cf. also Hasson et al., 2004).
Figure 4A shows areas with a significant IRC during the covert
viewing of the Entity and No_Entity videos, and during the overt
viewing of the No_Entity video. In all three conditions, a signifi-
cant IRC was detected in visual occipital cortex, as well as right
aIPS/SPG and FEF (see Table 3). In the covert viewing condi-
tions, the direct comparisons between the IRC for Entity and
No_Entity videos demonstrated an Entity-specific effect in the
rTPJ-ROI (T = 1.84; p < 0.040, Figure 4B, left), with peak activa-
tion in the right pMTG at the whole-brain level (see Table 3). The
direct comparison of covert and overt viewing of the No_Entity
video revealed larger synchronization during the covert condition
in the left occipital cortex, plus trends in the left aIPS/SPG (Fig-
ure 4B, right; see also Figure S1B) and left medial prefrontal
cortex (see Table 3). Thus, this data-driven approach confirmed
the participation of both dorsal (aIPS/FEF) and ventral (rTPJ)
attentional networks during viewing of the complex dynamic
environments, and further supported the specificity of the rTPJ
and right pMTG for the processing of the Entity video containing
human-like characters.
Functional Coupling of the rTPJ
We completed the investigation of spatial covert orienting in
complex dynamic environments by considering the functional
coupling of the rTPJ with the rest of the brain. We found that,
irrespective of the video (Entity/No_Entity) and viewing condition
(covert/overt), there was a significant covariation between
activity in rTPJ and activity in the IFG, bilaterally, and activity in
the left TPJ (see Table 4, plus Figure 4C). A 2 3 2 AVOVA
comparing rTPJ couplings in the four conditions did not reveal
Table 2. Transient Responses to the Human-like Characters in the Entity Video
Contrast Brain Region Covert Overt
Cluster Voxel Voxel
p-cor k t value x y z t value x y z
Main Effect R MT-complex <0.001 3600 7.76 48 62 14 8.55 50 68 4
R ventral occipital cortex 5.86 46 76 4 8.10 46 76 4
R TPJ 5.57 58 40 16 4.48 62 38 24
R pMTG 3.05 66 50 10 3.62 66 50 10
L MT-complex <0.001 2231 3.63 56 48 16 6.76 50 68 4
L ventral occipital cortex 4.34 40 66 6 7.29 46 76 4
R precuneus 0.046 602 6.11 4 46 58 4.16 8 50 52
R FEF 0.001 1281 4.58 22 2 56 4.01 26 2 56
R MFG/IFS 5.86 36 16 26 7.19 44 18 24
Covert Covert > Overt
A_time L dorsal occipital cortex <0.001 1038 7.84 16 100 12 7.34 12 100 10
R pMTG 0.005 570 6.65 66 50 6 1.91 60 44 2
Covert Covert > Overt
A_ampl R IFG <0.001 2245 7.84 52 40 8 3.31 40 36 10
R MFG 4.98 46 14 42 - -
R supramarginal gyrus 0.006 463 5.39 54 36 44 3.55 56 30 36
R angular gyrus/dorsal occ. cortex 0.004 496 5.46 40 82 36 2.69 34 86 36
R medial superior frontal gyrus 0.001 656 5.84 16 22 44 3.36 12 16 40
Main Effect: brain regions that activated transiently upon presentation of unexpected human-like characters, irrespective of whether these were atten-
tion grabbing or non-attention grabbing. A_time: regions where the transient BOLD response for the attention grabbing characters covaried positively
with the characters’ processing times. A_ampl: regions where the transient BOLD response for the attention grabbing characters covaried negatively
with the amplitude of the gaze shift. p values are corrected for multiple comparisons at the whole-brain level (except for t values reported in italics), and
k is the number of voxels in each cluster. Overt/Covert, spatial orienting with eye movements allowed/disallowed; MT-complex, middle temporal
complex (V5+/MT+); TPJ, temporo-parietal junction; pMTG, posterior middle temporal gyrus; FEF, frontal eye fields; MFG, middle frontal gyrus;
IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus.
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tional coupling between posterior (rTPJ) and anterior (IFG) nodes
of the ventral attentional network was similar for the two types of
video and the two forms of spatial orienting.DISCUSSION
The present study aimed at investigating stimulus-driven visuo-
spatial attention in a complex and dynamic environment,
combining computational modeling, behavioral measures, and
BOLD activation. Our results demonstrate that task-irrelevant
bottom-up input is processed both in the dorsal and the ventral
attention systems. Activity in the two systems was associated
with the efficacy of bottom-up signals for covert orienting of
spatial attention. The results also revealed a distinction between
the two systems: dorsal areas were found to continually repre-
sent the efficacy of background salience, while ventral regions
responded transiently to attention-grabbing distinctive events.
By using ecologically valid settings, these findings challenge
traditional models of visuo-spatial attention, demonstrating
that the efficacy of bottom-up input determines activation of
the attention control systems, rather than the input signal or
the orienting process as such.Sensory Saliency and Attentional Orienting
in the Complex Visual Environment
We used saliency maps to characterize our visual environment
(Itti et al., 1998). The fMRI analyses showed that mean saliency
covaried on a scan-by-scan basis with activity in the occipital
visual cortex and the left aIPS (see Figure 1C). More targeted
ROI analyses indicated that also the other nodes of the dorsal
fronto-parietal network (right aIPS, and FEF bilaterally) showed
an effect of mean saliency. The effect of salience in occipital
cortex is not surprising, as movie segments with high saliency
values typically comprise a larger and/or a greater number of
disparities in basic visual features that are represented in occip-
ital cortex. These findings are consistent with those of Thielscher
et al. (2008), who showed correlations between saliency of
texture borders in the visual scene and activity in visual cortex.
On the other hand, the effect of salience in the dorsal fronto-
parietal network is most likely associated with higher-level atten-
tional processes. The existence of representations of salience in
posterior parietal and dorsal premotor cortex has been sug-
gested by several authors (e.g., Koch and Ullman, 1985; Schall
and Hanes, 1993; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001). None-
theless, saliency alone is a poor predictor of spatial orienting
because other factors contribute to exploratory eye movements
during the viewing of complex scenes (e.g., task: NavalpakkamNeuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1021
Figure 4. IRC Analyses and Functional
Coupling with the rTPJ
(A) Brain regions showing significant IRC when
subjects viewed the Entity and No_Entity videos
during the covert and overt viewing conditions.
(B) Brain regions showing greater IRC when
subjects viewed the Entity as compared with the
No_Entity video in covert condition (left panel;
including rTPJ ROI and right pMTG), and ‘‘covert
versus overt’’ condition for the No_Entity video
(right panel; including left aIPS/SPG). Error bars =
90% confidence interval.
(C) Maps of interregional coupling computed from
the rTPJ ROI separately for the Entity and No_En-
tity videos, and for the covert and overt viewing
conditions. Since functional coupling was esti-
mated using covariation with the signal in the
rTPJ ROI, both maps include also voxels within
the original rTPJ seed region. However, significant
coupling was also found in anatomically distant
areas of both hemispheres (see Table 4). In partic-
ular, high coupling was found between the rTPJ
and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), which are two
key areas of the ventral fronto-parietal attention
network. Color bars indicate statistical thresholds.
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‘‘center bias:’’ Tseng et al., 2009). Indeed, here we found that
the most reliable predictor of activity in the dorsal attention
network was the efficacy of salience for the orienting of spatial
attention (SA_dist parameter, see Figure 1D). In aIPS/SPG and
FEF, we found BOLD signal increases when subjects attended
toward the most salient location of the scene.
The involvement of dorsal parietal and premotor areas is
common in fMRI studies of visuo-spatial attention (Corbetta
and Shulman, 2002; see also Vandenberghe et al., 2001,
showing a parametric relationship between activity in parietal
cortex and the amplitude of spatial attention shifts). The dorsal
attention network is thought to generate top-down control
signals that bias the processing of relevant stimulus features or
locations in sensory areas (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). In
standard experimental paradigms involving series of separate
and repeated trials, control signals are typically assessed upon1022 Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.the presentation of a symbolic cue that
specifies the ‘‘to-be-attended stimulus
dimension’’ (e.g., feature/location),
yielding to changes of activity before the
presentation of the target stimulus (e.g.,
Kastner et al., 1999). Our experimental
paradigm did not include any such arbi-
trary cues, or cue-to-target separation;
rather, here it was the context itself that
provided the orienting signals. The fMRI
results revealed that the continuous vari-
ation of the currently attended position
with respect to the most salient location
(SA_dist parameter) affected ongoing
activity in this network. By contrast, our
predictor assessing the overall effect ofattention shifting (Sac_freq) did not modulate activity in these
regions during the covert viewing condition (see below for the
effect of overt orienting in pIPS).
The role of the intraparietal and dorsal premotor cortex in
attention and oculomotor control has been debated for a long
time. Some authors emphasized the link between spatial atten-
tion and the preparation of saccadic eye movements (e.g., Riz-
zolatti et al., 1987; Andersen et al., 1997), while others suggested
that attentional operations can be distinguished from motor
preparation (Colby and Goldberg, 1999). Early functional
imaging studies comparing overt and covert forms of attention
shifting revealed overlapping activation in IPS and FEF (e.g., Cor-
betta et al., 1998), consistent with a close relationship between
spatial attention and oculomotor control. However, depending
on paradigms, control conditions, and endogenous/exogenous
mechanisms, differences have also emerged. For example,
manipulating the rate of exogenous shifts, Beauchamp et al.
Table 3. IRC Analysis
Brain Region Covert Overt
Entity No_Entity No_Entity
t value x y z t value x y z t value x y z
Occipito-temporal regions R calcarine cortex 9.67 6 74 8 9.87 12 86 6 14.27 18 100 4
L calcarine cortex 4.61 10 88 4 10.87 12 90 6 11.83 2 92 2
R dorsal occipital cortex 11.41 26 86 26 8.89 28 86 28 11.15 22 100 10
L dorsal occipital cortex 8.46 16 100 12 8.34 16 76 30 9.87 14 100 14
R lateral occipital cortex 9.17 36 82 12 5.67 18 88 8 4.52 30 92 8
L lateral occipital cortex 13.03 50 72 2 9.58 18 88 8 10.05 22 102 0
R ventral occipital cortex 12.12 44 82 4 8.92 40 76 16 13.42 36 90 8
L ventral occipital cortexb 10.64 22 72 14 10.06 22 76 12 5.40 16 78 12
R MT-complex 9.24 52 70 4 5.69 50 72 0 6.13 52 66 4
L MT-complexa 13.03 50 72 2 - - 7.08 52 72 10
Dorsal fronto-parietal regions R aIPS/SPG 7.66 36 44 68 3.87 22 48 60 5.23 44 42 64
L aIPS/SPGb 4.79 30 44 56 3.94 34 46 58 - -
R FEF 4.66 28 2 56 6.85 42 4 54 3.54 26 4 52
L FEF 4.85 26 4 58 2.62 26 4 58 2.06 26 6 58
R MFG 5.50 28 18 46 2.55 28 20 44 1.96 26 12 46
Ventral fronto-parietal regions R superior temporal gyrus 6.63 56 16 6 4.59 66 24 14 5.73 62 18 2
R TPJa 5.92 56 38 18 4.32 52 40 20 5.13 50 38 18
R pMTGa 5.39 66 46 6 - - - -
Medial surface R/L precuneus 4.99 4 62 40 4.66 2 46 52 4.60 4 56 64
L posterior cingulate cortex 2.51 10 18 48 5.56 12 20 46 3.77 12 22 42
R dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 6.07 0 14 42 2.00 0 12 44 2.78 0 14 42
L medial prefrontal cortexb 6.32 6 54 10 8.04 10 40 6 - -
Brain regions showing significant IRC while subjects viewed the Entity video (covert condition only) and No_Entity video (covert and overt conditions)
are listed. p values are corrected for multiple comparisons at thewhole-brain level (except for t values reported in italics). Overt/Covert, spatial orienting
with eye movements allowed/disallowed; MT-complex, middle temporal complex (V5+/MT+); FEF, frontal eye fields; aIPS/SPG, anterior intraparietal
sulcus/superior parietal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; TPJ, temporo-parietal junction; pMTG, posterior middle temporal gyrus.
aDirect comparison of Entity and No_Entity in the covert condition showed significant differences in right pMTG (x y z = 5054 8; p-corr. = 0.004) and
left MT-complex (x y z = 50 70 8; p-corr = 0.015), as well as in the rTPJ (ROI analysis, see main text).
bDirect comparison of covert and overt conditions for the No_Entity video showed significant differences in the left ventral occipital cortex
(x y z = 16 78 12; p-corr = 0.011), plus trends in the left aIPS/SPG (x y z = 34 46 58; p-corr = 0.059) and left medial prefrontal cortex
(x y z = 10 38 4; p-corr = 0.072).
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shifts in the dorsal fronto-parietal system. By contrast, other
authors found greater activation for covert orienting as
compared with that of overt orienting in IPS/FEF (e.g., Corbetta
et al., 1998; see also Fairhall et al., 2009; who reported similar in-
traregional activation, but differential interregional connectivity
for covert and overt orienting) and superior parietal cortex
(e.g., see Fink et al., 1997, who reported greater activation for
covert as compared with that of overt orienting using an
object-based orienting task).
Our current study was not specifically designed to compare
covert and overt orienting; rather, overt conditions were included
primarily to confirm orienting behavior in the group of subjects
who underwent fMRI. However, when we compared covert
and overt imaging data, we found a distinction within IPS:
a subregion in the horizontal branch of IPS responded to the effi-
cacy of salience for spatial orienting (aIPS/SPG), while activity in
the pIPS covaried with saccade frequency during overt orienting(see also Figure S1B). The posterior cluster may correspond to
the intraparietal subregion IPS1/2 (cf. Schluppeck et al., 2005)
that has been indicated as a possible human homolog of
monkeys’ LIP area (Konen and Kastner, 2008; see also Kimmig
et al., 2001). The more anterior cluster (aIPS/SPG) comprised
a section of IPS that often activates in studies of visual attention
(e.g., Shulman et al., 2009; see also Wojciulik and Kanwisher,
1999). This region is anterior to retino-topic areas IPS1–5 (Konen
and Kastner, 2008), but posterior and dorsal with respect to AIP
(an area involved in visually guided grasping; Shikata et al., 2003).
One limitation of the results concerning oculomotor control in
pIPS is that here we were unable to distinguish activity related
to the motor execution from the sensory consequences of the
eye movements (cf. delayed-saccades paradigms specifically
designed to investigate overt orienting). All our measures of overt
orienting entailed highly variable visual input as a function of eye
movements and gaze direction. This may explain why, in overt
viewing conditions, we failed to detect any attention-relatedNeuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1023
Table 4. Interregional Functional Coupling with the rTPJ
Brain Region Covert Overt
Entity No_Entity Entity No_Entity
t value x y z t value x y z t value x y z t value x y z
R TPJ 19.75 58 40 12 17.23 56 38 10 15.20 58 44 14 16.94 54 38 10
L TPJ 7.88 58 48 18 9.70 62 38 24 8.40 64 40 24 6.53 56 38 26
R IFG 6.94 52 16 20 7.82 52 14 14 8.96 54 12 8 4.81 54 14 8
L IFG 7.05 60 12 12 7.21 60 10 10 6.51 52 18 20 4.48 58 4 6
R/L precuneus 9.15 2 58 54 7.95 2 46 52 8.19 8 58 52 7.28 2 58 54
R/L calcarine cortex 7.33 2 80 6 6.80 0 82 4 5.20 2 78 10 11.38 4 78 8
Brain regions where activity covaried positively with activity in the rTPJ during subjects’ viewing of the Entity and No_Entity videos (covert and overt
conditions). p values are corrected for multiple comparisons at the whole-brain level. Overt/Covert, spatial orienting with eye movements allowed/dis-
allowed; TPJ, temporo-parietal junction; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus.
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layout of the stimuli and the current gaze direction (e.g., SA_dist).
This, together with the lack of any control of the subject on the
environment (e.g., the choice of where to go), limits the possibility
of extending our findings to real-life situations, where subjects
actively interact with the environment and are free to move their
eyes. Nonetheless, the utilization of complex anddynamic stimuli
enabled us to highlight the key role of the efficacy of salience for
covert spatial orienting and to highlight that this can be distin-
guished from overt orienting within the IPS.
Another element of novelty in our study is that, unlike most
previous fMRI studies, we found a relationship between activity
in the dorsal system and orienting of attention toward task-irrel-
evant locations. Here, subjects did not perform any task and
salient locations were computed only on the basis of low-level
features (local disparities in color, intensity, and line orienta-
tions). Our fMRI results extend electrophysiological data report-
ing that parietal and premotor neurons are modulated both
by intrinsically catching and by behaviorally relevant stimuli
(see Gottlieb et al., 1998; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001;
Thompson et al., 2005), here showing activation of these areas
when salient locations become behaviorally relevant (i.e., when
they trigger a shift of gaze/attention). This indicates that the
dorsal fronto-parietal network combines bottom-up and endog-
enous signals to guide spatial attention, consistent with the
hypothesis that the dorsal attention network represents current
attentional priorities (Gottlieb, 2007).Spatial Orienting toward the Human-like Characters
For the Entity video we considered transient brain activations
associated with the appearance of human-like characters. We
found that these unexpected events activated the rTPJ extend-
ing in the pMTG, as well as bilateral motion-sensitive MT-
complex (V5+/MT+), precuneus, ventral occipital cortex, and
right premotor cortex (see Figure 3A). Attention grabbing charac-
ters activated rTPJ more than non-attention grabbing charac-
ters, linking the activation of these regions to attention rather
than mere sensory processing. This was further confirmed by
the modulation of the characters’ responses by specific atten-
tion-related parameters in the rTPJ and right pMTG (see Fig-
ure 3B). A more targeted ROI analysis revealed that also the1024 Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.rIFG showed a pattern of activation similar to rTPJ and right
pMTG (cf. Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
The finding of transient activation in rTPJ and rIFG (and of
specific attentional effects in these regions) is in agreement
with the view that these two regions are core components of
the ventral fronto-parietal attentional network (Corbetta et al.,
2008). The ventral system has been associated with stimulus-
driven reorienting toward task/set-relevant stimuli, while irrele-
vant stimuli typically do not activate this network (e.g., Kincade
et al., 2005; but see Asplund et al., 2010).
In the present study, the unexpected human-like characters
activated rTPJ/rIFG despite the fact that they were fully task-
irrelevant. Recently, Asplund and colleagues reported activation
of the TPJ for task-irrelevant stimuli, but these were presented
during performance of a primary ongoing task (i.e., task-irrele-
vant faces presented within a stream of task-relevant letters;
Asplund et al., 2010). The faces activated TPJ only on the first
and second presentation (‘‘surprise’’ trials), indicating that
task-irrelevant stimuli can be processed in the ventral system,
as long as they are unexpected and interfere with ongoing task
performance. In our paradigm, the human-like characters were
also unexpected, unrepeated, and distinctive visual events.
But, notably, our experimental settings did not involve any
primary task; rather, any attentional set arose only as a conse-
quence of the coherent unfolding of the visual environment
over time. This demonstrates that, in complex and dynamic
settings, task-irrelevant stimuli can activate the rTPJ even
when they do not interfere with any prespecified task rules or
task sets (see also Iaria et al., 2008).
In our study, despite being fully task-irrelevant, the human-like
characters were very distinctive visual events. The orienting effi-
cacy of these stimuli may relate to the fact that they can be
recognized on the basis of previous knowledge and/or cate-
gory-specific representations (see also Navalpakkam and Itti,
2005; Einha¨user et al., 2008). Also, human-like characters may
have attracted attention because they were the only moving
objects in the scene.Motionwas not included in our computation
of salience because currently available computational models do
not separate the contribution of global flow due to self motion
from the local flow due to character motion, which are known
to be processed in distinct brain regions (Bartels et al., 2008).
Instead, we examined the possible relationship between
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computed using intensity, color, and orientation. This revealed
that 14 out of the 25 characters did not show any coincidence
with the location of maximum saliency. Five characters coin-
cided with the location of maximum saliency for at least 25%
of the character’s duration. Three of these were scored as atten-
tion grabbing and two as non-grabbing, indicating that there was
no systematic relationship between maximum saliency and the
appearance of the human-like characters in the scene. This
further supports our main conclusion that the efficacy of low-
level salience and the efficacy of distinctive visual events are pro-
cessed separately in the dorsal and ventral attention systems,
respectively. Nonetheless, future developments of saliency
models will hopefully disentangle global and local motion
components, which would permit further discrimination of the
contribution of low-level saliency compared with that of higher-
order category effects during the processing of moving
objects/characters in dynamic environments.Model-free Analyses of Brain Activity during the
Processing of Complex Dynamic Environments
The results discussed above are derived from hypothesis-based
analyses involving computations of only a few indexes of atten-
tional orienting (e.g., shifts, timings, and distances). Therefore,
we also analyzed the fMRI data using a data-driven technique
(IRC analysis), which identifies brain regions involved in the
processing of the complex and dynamic stimuli without making
any a priori assumptions about stimulus content and the
timing/shape of the BOLD response (synchronization; cf. Hasson
et al., 2004).
The IRC analysis revealed significant synchronization in occip-
ital visual areas and in the dorsal fronto-parietal network during
covert viewing of both the Entity and the No_Entity videos. The
rTPJ and right pMTG showed greater synchronization during
covert viewing of the Entity video as compared with the No_
Entity video (see Figure 4B). Accordingly, this data-driven anal-
ysis confirmed the differential involvement of dorsal and ventral
attention networks, but nowwithout making any a priori assump-
tions. Moreover, it should be noted that the computation of IRC
for the Entity video factored out the transient response associ-
ated with the presentation of the human-like characters (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures), suggesting that IRC
analysis can detect additional signal components. These may
include specific changes related to variable processing times
and shift amplitudes associated with the different characters,
which would be consistent with the influences of character-
specific attentional parameters that we found in these areas
with the hypothesis-based analyses. Finally, the direct compar-
ison of the IRC maps for covert and overt viewing of the No_En-
tity video revealed a trend toward higher synchronization in the
left SPG during covert viewing. We link this differential effect
with the hypothesis-based results showing systematic atten-
tion-related effects in the dorsal fronto-parietal network during
the covert viewing condition only (SA_dist, cf. Table 1). Thus,
overall the IRC analyses confirmed our hypothesis-driven
results, but now without making any assumption about the video
content and spatial orienting behavior.Together with this data-driven approach, we also performed
analyses of interregional functional coupling (Friston et al.,
1997), using the rTPJ as the seed region. These revealed signif-
icant coupling between the rTPJ and the IFG bilaterally (i.e., the
anterior nodes of the ventral fronto-parietal attention network),
plus the TPJ in the left hemisphere. The rTPJ functional coupling
was not affected by the video type (Entity and No_Entity videos)
or the viewing condition (covert and overt; see Figure 4C). These
results indicate that anterior and posterior nodes of the ventral
fronto-parietal network operate in a coordinated manner during
the processing of the complex dynamic environment, i.e., not
just upon the appearance of the human-like characters (see
also Shulman et al., 2009, showing high coupling between TPJ
and IFG even at rest).
The dynamic interplay between rTPJ and premotor regions
during covert spatial orienting has been the focus of several
recent investigations. Corbetta and colleagues proposed that
the MFG is the main area linking goal-driven attention in dorsal
fronto-parietal network and stimulus-driven control in the ventral
system (Corbetta et al., 2008). In this model, top-down filtering
signals about the currently relevant task set would originate in
the dorsal system and would deactivate rTPJ and rIFG via
MFG. More recently, Shulman et al. (2009) demonstrated differ-
ential activation in anterior and posterior nodes of the ventral
system. The rTPJ activated for stimulus-driven orienting irre-
spective of breaches of expectations, while the rIFG engaged
specifically for stimulus-driven orienting toward unexpected
stimuli. The authors interpreted these findings by suggesting
that rTPJ itself may act as the switch triggering stimulus-driven
activation of the dorsal system when attention is reoriented
toward behaviorally important objects/stimuli. A different mech-
anismwas recently proposed by Asplund et al. (2010), who found
changes of functional coupling between TPJ and inferior
prefrontal regions as a function of condition (surprise task-irrele-
vant face-trials versus task-relevant ongoing letter-trials; see
also above). These authors suggested that the rIFG governs
the transition between goal-directed performance (in dorsal
regions) and stimulus-driven attention (in TPJ). In our study we
did not observe any condition-specific changes of connectivity
between TPJ and IFG, which were found to be highly coupled
in all conditions (see Figure 4C). Aside from themany differences
in terms of stimuli and analyses methods, the key difference
between previous studies and our current experiment is that,
here, the experimental procedure did not involve any primary
goal-directed task. Accordingly, the onset of the task-irrelevant
events (i.e., the human-like characters) did not interfere with
any predefined task set, and no filtering or task-switching oper-
ations were required. On the basis of this, we hypothesize
a distinction between intraregional activation of TPJ, which
would not require any conflict with a prespecified task set, and
the modulation of the TPJ-IFG intraregional connectivity. The
latter would instead mediate additional processes required
when there is a mismatch between the incoming sensory input
and the current task set (e.g., filtering and/or network-switching
operations).
In conclusion, the present study investigated stimulus-driven
attention by characterizing bottom-up sensory signals and their
efficacy for the orienting of spatial attention during the viewing ofNeuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1025
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We combined a computational model of visual saliency and
measurements of eye movements to derive a set of attentional
parameters that were used to analyze fMRI data. We found
that activity in visual cortex covaried with the stimulus mean
saliency, whereas the efficacy of salience was found to affect
ongoing activity in the dorsal fronto-parietal attentional network
(aIPS/SPG and FEF). Further, comparisons of covert and overt
viewing conditions revealed some segregation between orient-
ing efficacy in aIPS and overt saccades in pIPS. On the other
hand, the efficacy of attention-grabbing events was associated
with modulation of transient activity in the ventral fronto-parietal
attentional network (rTPJ and rIFG). Our findings demonstrate
that both dorsal and ventral attention networks specify the effi-
cacy of task-irrelevant bottom-up signals for the orienting of
covert spatial attention, and indicate a segregation of ongoing/
continuous efficacy coding in dorsal regions and transient repre-
sentations of attention-grabbing events in the ventral network.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Procedure
The experimental procedure consisted of a preliminary behavioral study
(n = 11) and an fMRI study in a different group of volunteers (n = 13). The
aim of the preliminary study was to quantify the efficacy of bottom-up signals
for visuo-spatial orienting, using overt eye movements during free viewing of
the complex and dynamic visual stimuli (Entity and No_Entity videos, see
below). The fMRI study was carried out with a Siemens Allegra 3T scanner.
Each participant underwent seven fMRI runs, either with eye movements al-
lowed (free viewing, overt spatial orienting) or with eye movements disallowed
(central fixation, covert spatial orienting; cf. Table S1 in Supplemental Exper-
imental Procedures). Our main fMRI analyses focused on covert orienting,
but we also report additional results concerning runs with eye movements
allowed (overt orienting in the MR scanner).Visual Stimuli and Overt Orienting Behavior
Both the preliminary experiment and themain fMRI study used the same visual
stimuli. These consisted of two videos depicting indoor and outdoor
computer-generated scenarios, and containing many elements typical of
real environments (paths, walls, columns, buildings, stairs, furnishings, boxes,
objects, cars, trucks, beds, etc.; see Figure 1A for some examples). The two
videos followed the same route through the same complex environments,
but one video also included 25 human-like characters (Entity video, Figures
2A and 2B), while the other did not (No_Entity video, Figure 1A). In the Entity
video, the characters entered the scene in an unpredictable manner, coming
in from various directions, walking through the field of view, and then exiting
in other locations, as would typically happen in real environments. Each
event/character was unique, unrepeated, and with its own features: they could
be either male or female, have different body builds, be dressed in different
ways, etc. (see Figure 2A for a few examples).
For each frame of the No_Entity video, we extracted the mean saliency and
the position of maximum saliency. Saliency maps were computed by using the
‘‘SaliencyToolbox 2.2.’’ (http://www.saliencytoolbox.net/). The mean saliency
valueswere convolved with the statistical parametric mapping (SPM) hemody-
namic response function (HRF), resampled at the scanning repetition time (TR=
2.08 s) and mean adjusted to generate the S_mean predictor for subsequent
fMRI analyses. The coordinates of maximum saliency were combined with
the gaze position data to generate the SA_dist predictor (i.e., ‘‘salience-atten-
tion’’ distance; see below). For the Entity video, we extracted the frame-by-
frameposition of the 25 characters. The characters’ coordinateswere analyzed
together with the gaze position data to classify each character as attention
grabbing or non-grabbing and to generate the A_time and A_ampl parameters
(i.e., processing time and amplitude of the attentional shifts; see below).1026 Neuron 69, 1015–1028, March 10, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.Both in the preliminary study and during fMRI, the horizontal and vertical
gaze positions were recorded with an infrared eye-tracking system (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details). For the main fMRI anal-
yseswe used the eye-tracking data recorded in the preliminary study, because
these should best reflect the intrinsic attention-grabbing features of the
bottom-up signals, as measured on the first viewing of the stimuli. However,
we also report additional analyses based on eye-tracking data recorded during
the overt viewing fMRI runs (in-scanner parameters). Eye-tracking data re-
corded during the covert viewing fMRI runs were used to identify losses of fixa-
tion (horizontal or vertical velocity exceeding 50/s), which were modeled as
events of no interest in all fMRI analyses.
Eye-tracking data collected while viewing the No_Entity video were used to
characterize the relationship between gaze/attention direction and the point of
maximum saliency in the image. For each frame we extracted the group-
median gaze position and computed the Euclidian distance between this
and the point of maximum saliency. Distance values were convolved with
the HRF, resampled, and mean adjusted to generate the SA_dist predictor
for the fMRI analyses.We also computed the overall saccade frequency during
viewing of the video, as an index of attention shifting irrespective of salience.
The group-average number of saccades per second (horizontal or vertical
velocity exceeding 50/s) was convolved, resampled, and mean adjusted to
generate the Sac_freq predictor.
Gaze position data collected while overtly viewing the Entity video were
used to characterize spatial orienting behavior when the human-like charac-
ters appeared in the scene (see Figure 2D). The attention grabbing property
of each character was defined on the basis of three statistical criteria: (1)
change of the gaze position with respect to the initial frame (Entity video); (2)
significant difference between gaze position in the Entity andNo_Entity videos;
and (3) reduction of the distance between gaze position and character posi-
tion, compared with the same distance computed at the initial frame (Entity
video). The combination of these three constraints allowed us to detect gaze
shifts (criterion 1) that were specific for the Entity video (criterion 2) and that
occurred toward the character (criterion 3).
Each criterion was evaluated at each frame, comparing group-median
values against a 95% confidence interval. For criteria 1 and 3, the confidence
interval was computed by using the variance of the distance between gaze
position at the current frame and gaze position at the initial frame (Entity video).
For criterion 2, the confidence interval was computed by using the variance of
distance between gaze position in the Entity video and gaze position in the
No_Entity video. We scored the character as attention grabbing (AG) when
all three criteria were satisfied for at least four consecutive frames. If this
was not satisfied after 25 frames (1 s) the character was scored as non-atten-
tion grabbing (NoAG). In the preliminary study, this procedure identified 15
attention grabbing and 10 non-attention grabbing characters. For attention
grabbing characters we parameterized the processing times (A_time), consid-
ering the first frame when all three criteria were satisfied, and the amplitude of
the shifts (A_ampl), considering the shift of the gaze position at the end of the
four-frame window (see Figure 2D).
fMRI Analyses: SPM
Our main SPM analyses (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology) utilized orienting efficacy parameters computed in the preliminary
study to analyze fMRI data acquired during covert viewing of the videos. We
also performed more targeted ROI analyses of the covert fMRI runs using
parameters based on in-scanner eyemovement recordings (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures), and used in-scanner parameters to analyze
imaging data acquired during overt viewing of the videos (eye movements al-
lowed during fMRI). All analyses included first-level within-subject analyses
and second-level (random effects) analyses for statistical inference at the
group level (Penny and Holmes, 2004).
Main Analyses: Covert Spatial Orienting
The aim of the fMRI analysis of the No_Entity video was to highlight regions of
the brain where activity covaried with the level of salience in the visual input,
areas where activity reflected the tendency of the subjects to pay attention
toward/away from the most salient location of the image (efficacy of salience),
and areas modulated by attention shifting irrespective of salience. The first-
level models included three covariates of interest: S_mean, SA_dist, and
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interest, plus the head motion realignment parameters. The time series were
high-pass filtered at 0.0083 Hz and prewhitened by means of autoregressive
model AR(1). Contrast images averaging the estimated parameters for the
two relevant fMRI runs (see Table S1 in Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures) entered three one-sample t tests assessing separately the effect of
S_mean, SA_dist and Sac_freq at the group-level.
The aim of the fMRI analysis of the Entity video was to identify regions
showing transient responses to the human-like characters, and to assess
whether the attention-grabbing efficacy of each character modulated these
transient responses. The 25 characters were divided into 15 attention grabbing
and 10 non-attention grabbing events modeled as different event types using
delta functions time-locked to the characters’ appearance, convolved with the
standard SPM HRF. Two separate first-level models included the modulatory
effects related to either the processing time (A_time) or the amplitude of the
spatial shift (A_ampl) associated with each of the attention grabbing charac-
ters. All models included losses of fixation as events of no interest, plus the
head motion realignment parameters. The time-series were high-pass filtered
at 0.0083 Hz and prewhitened by means of autoregressive model AR(1). The
second-level analyses included one full-factorial ANOVA to test for the main
(mean) effect of attention grabbing and non-grabbing characters and any
difference between these; plus two separate one-sample t tests assessing
the effects of A_time and A_ampl at the group-level.
For these main analyses we report activations corrected for multiple
comparisons at cluster level (p-corr. < 0.05; cluster size estimated at
p-unc. = 0.005), considering the whole brain as the volume of interest. The
localization of the activation clusters was based on the anatomical atlas of
the human brain by Duvernoy (1991). In addition we report ROI analyses
focusing on the rTPJ that has been identified as a key region for stimulus-
driven orienting using traditional cueing paradigms (e.g., Corbetta et al.,
2008). The rTPJ ROI included voxels showing a significant response to the
character appearance (see Figure 3A) and belonging to the superior temporal
gyrus or the supramarginal gyrus as anatomically defined by the AAL atlas
(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).
Overt Spatial Orienting
For the fMRI analyses of the data collected during free viewing of the videos
(overt orienting), we used behavioral indexes derived from gaze position
data recorded in the scanner—that is, behavioral and imaging data recorded
concurrently in the same subjects and fMRI runs. The first-level models were
analogous to the models used for the main analyses (covert orienting), with
the exception that the new models did not include any predictor modeling los-
ses of fixation. Group-level analyses consisted of one-sample t tests and a full-
factorial ANOVA (see above) testing for all attention-related effects now in free
viewing conditions. Moreover, paired t tests directly compared attention-
related effects in the overt and covert conditions. Statistical thresholds were
corrected for multiple comparisons at cluster level (p-corr. < 0.05; cluster
size estimated at p-unc. = 0.005), considering the whole brain as the volume
of interest.
fMRI Analyses: IRC Analyses
As for the standard SPM analyses, the IRC analyses included two steps: first,
the estimation of covariance parameters in each single subject, and then
usage of between-subjects variance to determine parametric statistics (in
SPM) for random effects inference at the group-level. The IRCs were
computed for the covert viewing conditions of the Entity and No_Entity video,
and for the overt viewing condition of the No_Entity video. The Entity video was
presented only once in the overt viewing condition (run 7: performed primarily
to confirm orienting behavior in the scanner) and could not be submitted to the
IRC analysis.
Using multiple regressions at each voxel, separately for each subject and
each condition, we fitted the time course of the BOLD response recorded
during the first presentation of the video (e.g., the third run for the Entity video)
with the time course of the BOLD response recorded in the same voxel during
the second presentation of the same video (i.e., the fourth run for the Entity
video; see Table S1 in Supplemental Experimental Procedures). This param-
eter captures the covariance between the BOLD signals at the same voxel,
when the subject is presented twice with the same complex stimuli. Accord-ingly, IRC identifies areas responding to systematic changes within the
complex stimuli, without any a priori knowledge or assumptions about the
content of the stimuli and the cognitive processes associated with it (synchro-
nization; see also Hasson et al., 2004). It should be noted that this procedure
will miss any area showing learning-related effects that occur only during the
first (e.g., encoding) or second (retrieval) presentation of the video and it is
therefore not suitable for the investigation of memory processes.
Together with the voxel-specific BOLD time course, each regression model
included the head motion realignment parameters and global signal of both
fMRI runs (data and predictor runs). The regression models concerning the
covert viewing conditions included losses of fixation as events of no interest.
A cosine basis-set was included in the model to remove variance at frequen-
cies below 0.0083 Hz. In addition, the IRCmodels for the Entity video included
the predicted BOLD response for the human-like characters (i.e., delta func-
tions time-locked to the characters’ onset, convolved with the HRF; separately
for AG and NoAG characters), thus removing from the IRC estimation any
common variance between the two runs that can be accounted for by the tran-
sient response to these stimuli.
Images resulting from the within-subject estimation entered the standard
second-level analyses in SPM. These included three one-sample t tests (one
for each condition: overt/covert viewing of the No_Entity video, plus covert
viewing of the Entity video) assessing the statistical significance of IRC at
the group level. A within-subject ANOVA was used to directly compare the
IRC in the three conditions. Specifically, we compared brain synchronization
during covert viewing of the Entity versus No_Entity video (i.e., the effect of
video condition); and synchronization during covert versus overt viewing of
No_Entity video (i.e., the effect of viewing condition). The p values were cor-
rected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level (p-corr. < 0.05; cluster
size estimated at p-unc. = 0.005), considering the whole brain as the volume
of interest. As for our main hypothesis-based analyses, we also specifically
assessed IRC in the rTPJ ROI.
fMRI Analyses: Interregional Coupling of the rTPJ
We estimated the functional coupling of the rTPJ by extracting the average
signal of the rTPJ ROI and used this as a predictor for the signal in the rest
of the brain (Friston et al., 1997). For each subject, the parameters of functional
coupling were estimated separately for the Entity and No_Entity videos in
covert and overt viewing conditions (i.e., four multiple regression models in
SPM). Together with the signal of the rTPJ ROI, the models included the head
motion realignment parameters and, for the Entity video, two predictors
modeling the transient effect of the attention grabbing and non-grabbing char-
acters (delta functions, convolved with the HRF). For the covert viewing condi-
tions, the models included losses of fixation as events of no interest. The time
series were high-pass filtered at 0.0083 Hz and prewhitened bymeans of autor-
egressivemodelAR(1).Group-level significance (randomeffects)wasassessed
by using a 23 2within-subjects ANOVAmodeling the four conditions of interest
(Entity/No_Entity videos3 overt/covert viewing). Main effects and interactions
were tested at a statistical threshold of p-corr. = 0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons at cluster level (cluster size estimated at p-unc. = 0.005).
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